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            Abstract
Template-directed assembly has been shown to yield a broad diversity of highly ordered mesostructures1,2, which in a few cases exhibit symmetries not present in the native material3,4,5. However, this technique has not yet been applied to eutectic materials, which underpin many modern technologies ranging from high-performance turbine blades to solder alloys. Here we use directional solidification of a simple AgCl-KCl lamellar eutectic material within a pillar template to show that interactions of the material with the template lead to the emergence of a set of microstructures that are distinct from the eutecticâ€™s native lamellar structure and the templateâ€™s hexagonal lattice structure. By modifying the solidification rate of this materialâ€“template system, trefoil, quatrefoil, cinquefoil and hexafoil mesostructures with submicrometre-size features are realized. Phase-field simulations suggest that these mesostructures appear owing to constraints imposed on diffusion by the hexagonally arrayed pillar template. We note that the trefoil and hexafoil patterns resemble Archimedean honeycomb and squareâ€“hexagonalâ€“dodecagonal lattices6, respectively. We also find that by using monolayer colloidal crystals as templates, a variety of eutectic mesostructures including trefoil and hexafoil are observed, the former resembling the Archimedean kagome lattice. Potential emerging applications for the structures provided by templated eutectics include non-reciprocal metasurfaces7, magnetic spin-ice systems8,9, and micro- and nano-lattices with enhanced mechanical properties10,11.
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                    Fig. 1: Selected microstructures formed by template-directed eutectic solidification.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Patterns observed in phase-field simulations.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Mesostructure phase map.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Pattern formation by a monolayer colloidal crystal template.[image: ]
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                Data availability


Data that support the findings of this study are available within the paper, and from the corresponding author on reasonable request.



Code availability


The phase-field simulations were performed using a custom code written in Fortran 90. The code is available from K.T. (kthorn@umich.edu) on reasonable request.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Directional solidification of AgCl-KCl lamellar eutectic and experiment schematic for pillar-template-directed eutectic solidification.
a, Plot of the average lamellar spacing (Î») of AgCl-KCl eutectic directionally solidified using the hot-stage setup at set cooling rates (plotted in orange) and the tube-furnace setup at set draw rates (plotted in blue). b, Experiment schematic for infilling the pillar template with eutectic, subsequent directional solidification of the eutectic in the pillar template, and characterization of the resultant microstructures. c, SEM image showing the eutectic solidified within and outside the pillar template. The solidification direction is out of the image (z axis), as indicated by the red dotted circle. SeeÂ Methods for details. Scale bar, 1Â Î¼m.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Nomenclature of the patterns.
aâ€“d, Schematic showing the number of KCl spokes per unit cell of the pillar template for a, trefoil (three), b, quatrefoil (four), c, cinquefoil (five) and d, hexafoil (six) patterns. The KCl spokes are coloured blue, pillars black, and the unit cell is marked by red dashed lines.


Extended Data Fig. 3 No-foil and trefoil patterns.
Uncoloured SEM images of the samples, showing the variety of no-foil (aâ€“d) and trefoil (eâ€“j) patterns mapped in Fig. 3. Values of edge gap, g, and average lamellar spacing, Î», are given under each image. The solidification direction is out of the image (z axis), as indicated by the red dotted circle. All scale bars, 1Â Î¼m.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Quatrefoil, cinquefoil and hexafoil patterns.
Uncoloured SEM images of the samples showing the variety of quatrefoil (a, b), cinquefoil (c) and hexafoil (dâ€“f) patterns mapped in Fig. 3. Values of edge gap, g, and average lamellar spacing, Î», are given under each image. The solidification direction is out of the image (z axis), as indicated by the red dotted circle. All scale bars, 1Â Î¼m.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Image analysis of local and long-range order in the patterns.
a, SEM image of a trefoil pattern. b, Histogram representing a simple counting of the number of spokes in each unit cell. The dominant feature in the 12Â Î¼mÂ Ã—Â 17Â Î¼m SEM image in a is the three-spoke pattern. We also include in the histogram the number of unit cells that have missing pillars or other defects. c, A unit cell of the phase-field-simulated trefoil pattern. d, Mean unit cell obtained by averaging the intensity at each pixel from a false-coloured version of the SEM image in a. The experimental average matches the ideal simulated unit cell well. e, Map of deviation between the simulated trefoil pattern and each unit cell of the experimental image. The unit cells having the lowest deviation are denoted in blue and those with the greatest deviation in red. Cells where the template pillars appeared damaged were not included in the analysis. f, Unit cell of the simulated cinquefoil pattern. g, Averaged unit cell obtained from the SEM image shown in Extended Data Fig. 4c. h, Unit cell of the simulated hexafoil pattern. i, Averaged unit cell obtained from the SEM image shown in Extended Data Fig. 4e. All scale bars, 1Â Î¼m.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Eutectic phase boundary alignment and thermal profile in the bulk of the pillar template.
a, SEM image of a cross-section, showing a tilted alignment of eutectic phase boundaries within the pillars. b, Calculated thermal profile in the bulk of the template during directional solidification of eutectic-infiltrated Ni pillar template at a set cooling rate of 10â€‰Â°CÂ minâˆ’1. The isothermal solidification front at the eutectic temperature (591.73Â K) is denoted by a thick black line; the eutectic temperature is also indicated by a black line in the key. The black arrow denotes the direction of solidification. Scale bar, 1 Î¼m.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Effect of pillar diameter on the emergence of patterns.
aâ€“e, Phase-field-simulated steady-state patterns for a fixed lattice constant of 780.6Â nm, varying edge gaps, g, and lamellar spacing, Î». These results suggest the possibility of obtaining new patterns by varying the parameter associated with pillar diameter as well as g/Î». The solidification direction is out of the image (z axis). The images show the xâ€“y plane cross-section of the simulation domain repeated once in each direction. The template pillars are displayed as black, AgCl as yellow, and KCl as blue.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Phase-field simulations for different shapes of pillars.
aâ€“c, A variety of patterns in templated-eutectic obtained by changing the shapes and orientations of the pillars: a, oval; b, circle; c, same as a but rotated by 90Â°. Characteristic features depend on the pillar shape and orientation. The solidification direction is out of the image (z axis), as indicated by the red dotted circle. The images show the xâ€“y plane cross-section of the simulation domain repeated once in each direction. The template pillars are displayed as black, AgCl as yellow, and KCl as blue.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Solidification of AgCl-KCl eutectic in a monolayer silica colloidal crystal.
a, An oblique-view SEM image of the monolayer silica colloidal crystal used as a template. b, Plan-view SEM image of a disordered structure observed in AgCl-KCl eutectic solidified (with Î»Â =Â 1.7Â Î¼m) within a monolayer silica colloidal crystal of diameter 560Â nm. The solidification direction in b is into the image (z axis), as indicated by the black crossed circle. c, Calculated thermal profile in the bulk of the template during directional solidification of the eutectic-infilled silica colloidal crystal template at a set cooling rate of 10â€‰Â°CÂ minâˆ’1. The isothermal solidification front at the eutectic temperature (591.73 K) is denoted by a thick black line; the eutectic temperature is also indicated by a black line in the key. The black arrow denotes the direction of solidification. d, Cross-sectional-view SEM image, with false colouring denoting AgCl as yellow, and KCl as blue. All scale bars, 1Â Î¼m.
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